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Abstract- Sloshing affects the intact and damage stability of the ship, which causes variation in dynamic 
metacentric height (GM) under critical load conditions. The transient flooding soon after the ship damage 
is analyzed, with floodwater accumulation in large space and causing the ship to suffer huge heel angles. 
The ship motion and stability changes when sloshing becomes high in partially flooded compartments. 
Most of the previous researches focus on the motion response of ship alone, hence the variation of 
stability due to sloshing is to be more critically studied. In the present study, three critical damage 
locations are identified and flooding through these locations are analyzed using the volume of fluids 
method. The method focus on finding damage ship motion response, flood water dynamics, and coupled 
dynamics of both. This is studied using the numerical method FLOW3D. Motion and stability behaviour 
will be different for different damage locations; hence portside, starboard-side, and aft-end bottom 
damage cases are considered. The effect of compartment shape and damage location on motion response 
and stability of the damaged ship is highlighted. 
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1 Introduction 
Damage stability is a critical phenomenon and highly 
nonlinear,where flood water accumulates on 
compartments and increases ship metacentric height. 
Water contained in a compartment behaves similar to a 
partially filled sloshing tank, which can influence the 
stability of ship by varying metacentric height, GM. The 
drainage to lower decks actually increases GM, because 
of lowering KG. The metacentric height decreases 
because of the free-surface effect When the internal 
space of damage location is large, capsize probability is 
higher due to larger free surface area and shifting of 
vertical and horizontal center of gravity. A significant 
amount of attention is to be given to this phenomenon 
even though it is difficult to analyze. Many researchers 
have tried the numerical prediction of damaged ship 
motion. Coupled slosh and damaged condition of ships 
are considered as a multibody dynamic system. The 
damage stability of the ship can be determined using 
probabilistic and deterministic methods. Ro-Ro ship use 
probabilistic method to assess critical damage locations 
based on loading conditions. Bulkheads preserve 
buoyancy of ship, divides ship into zones, and extends 

from hull bottom to top-deck above the waterline, hence 
it could stay afloat for a longer time. The impact force of 
floodwater creates structural damage to the ship. The 
stability regulations Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) 1990 
and International Marititme Organization (IMO) are 
evolving continuously, and many scientists work to fill 
gaps or flaws in stability performance of ship and to 
improve the predictability of behavior of 
ship corresponding to each critical situation [9], [23]. 
Roll on-Roll off ships with low GM have greater 
chances of stability losses even without damage when 
compared to all other types of ships.  Experimental 
analysis is hectic, time-consuming, and needs huge 
money investment, moreover results greatly depend on 
experimental facility and accuracy of instruments. 
Hence intensive numerical studies.  

The value of KG varies with free surface effect due 
to flood water ingress. Often, worst damage cases are 
included in the stability booklet of a ship chartered for 
the sail. Also, most of the stability measuring 
instruments on-board consider maximum damage 
extends to measure the intermediate stage of flooding.  
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The compartment subdivision of ship is considered 
in probabilistic damage stability analysis to find the 
critical damage locations. A simulation using VOF 
method for coupling sloshing on damaged ship with 
water ingress and egress through damage location is not 
been performed in previous studies. A proper model of 
floodwater ingress and its internal dynamic sloshing 
nature inside the damaged compartment of ship is 
developed in the present study using a numerical 
method.  

The Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) 
technique, which is based on the volume of fluids 
method (VOF) is adopted at zero forward speed in 
regular waves. 

1.1 Review of Literature 
Damaged ship behaves differently at the transient, 
intermediate and final stages. Transient condition 
occurs suddenly on impact or collision of a ship and 
induces permanent initial heel, which makes ship 

unstable and cannot return to its initial stable state. 
At the intermediate stage, water continuously 
undergoes inflow and outflow through the 
compartment due to the action of waves. In this 
stage, sloshing causes motion and stability changes, 
and a continuous non-linearity exists. 

In the case of Ro-Ro ship, there is no internal 
bulkhead to resist the flow of water from one 
compartment to another. The work done by Bird and 
Browne [2], highlighted that capsizing differs with 
sea state parameters like wave height. Ro-Ro ship 
was experimented for different sea states, loading 
conditions, and how it induces roll motion. 
Kambisseri and Ikeda [12] studied the effect of water 
ingress through damaged locations and how it loses 
stability based on size of damage opening. Partially 
flooded compartment was considered in the work of 
De Kat [4] on a tanker model in beam sea using a 
time-domain model to calculate large 
amplitude motion response, neglecting free 
surface effect. Dunwoody in [5] examines the Roll 
of a Ship in Astern Seas. In [6], the authors studied 
the damaged ship flooding in beam sea.

NOMENCLATURE
H  Wave height (m) ∇ Displaced volume 
H0 Sea level (m) Δ Displacement 
g Acceleration due to gravity, (m/s2 ) λ Scale factor 
GM Transverse Metacentric height, (m) ρ Density of water 

Acceleration of ship (m/s2) k Wavenumber 
The velocity of ship (m/s) Mkj Mass moment of inertia of ship 

fext External forces (N) mkj Fluid mass matrix 
B Breadth of ship (m) Acceleration mode j 
BOA Overall beam Velocity mode j
BWL Beam at waterline Bkj Damping mass 
Lpp Length b/w perpendicular of ship (m) Ckj Instantaneous stiffness 
LWL Length at waterline Rkj Matrix of Retardation function 
Loa Overall length of ship (m) ז Time delay 
M Ship mass (kg) Motion mode j 
mext Added external mass (Nm) A Wave amplitude (m) 
Q(t) Flow at time t (m3/s) LCG Longitudinal position of CG 

Angular acceleration of  ship (rad/s2) KG Height from keel to CG 
Angular Velocity of ship (rad/s) KM Height from keel to metacenter 

ɵ Angle of roll (rad) ω Wave Frequency 
Փ Angle of pitch (rad) 𝜔N Roll natural frequency 
λw Wavelength (m) TANK PROPERTIES
T Draft (m) l Rectangular tank length (m)
TW Wave period of sloshing (s) b Rectangular tank Breadth (m) 
COG Centre of gravity h Height of water inside  tanks (m) 
t Time series ωn Sloshing frequency (rad/s) 
Tp Roll resonant period Tn Natural period of sloshing (s) 

kx Displacement mode k Ht Flooded water height in a compartment 

η Wave elevation 
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Palazzi and de Kat [19] did a time-domain analysis 
and model testing to study flooding behavior using a 
damaged frigate ship for both regular and irregular 
waves. Santos and Guedes Soares [25] used shallow 
water theory and performed time-domain simulation 
on passenger ships using regular waves in beam seas 
conditions. Ross et al. [24] compartmentalized the 
Ro-Ro ship model with six and nine compartments, 
which gave better results than other similar research 
works. Korkut et al. [14] performed motion analysis 
on an intact and damaged ship to understand sea 
keeping behavior for large, medium and small wave 
heights and a range of wave period for the head, 
beam and stern quartering seas and have reported that 
the response is a function of wave direction and 
frequency. Santos and Guedes Soares [26] predicted 
the behavior of damaged ships with progressive 
flooding. They observed that accumulated water 
increase the volume, which causes ship to capsize 
and reduces survivability duration of ship. Damage 
size, compartmentalization, and geometry of damage 
influence transient flooding. Intermediate flooding 
was very severe, inducing free surface instability and 
finally ship collapses within a short duration. 
The Meshless or Moving Particle 
Semi-Implicit (MPS) method was used to track 
moving particles to study the free surface effect 
impact by Nishimoto et al. [18] Coupling of free 
surface effect was ignored, and forces and 
moments which cause changes to hull stability and 
damping to hull motion were studied. Water 
progressing through damaged location in a ship 
was studied using a time-domain simulation on 
Beam Sea by Vassalos [27]. Length and breadth of 
damage in any location throughout the ship are 
related to survivability of ship. Khaddaj - Mallat 
et al. [13] investigated transient flooding and free 
surface effect in internal compartments and tried to 
find a model that clearly describes the intermediate 
flooding stage. The flow of water around hull 
by including damaged compartments was 
analyzed using the MPS method by Hashimoto 
et al. [7]. Floodwater sloshing induces roll moment 
along with wave-induced moment acting on the 
ship. Huang et al. [8] investigated the floodwater 
effect on ship roll response subjected to regular 
beam waves. Flood water effect can be predicted 
by extreme motion of inertia dominant ship with 
free surface effect. Mironiuk [17] studied 
flooding time by designing a quasi-static 
approach. Lorkowsk [15] considered intermediate 
stages of flooding for multiple damage 

scenarios in a short duration. Ruponen et al. [16] 
studied the impact of flooding water on non-
compartmentalized parts of ship and proved that 
momentum at that region has to be accounted for, 
and viscous damping was assessed from transient 
flooding test. Boulougouris [3] compared 
probabilistic and deterministic methods in terms of 
ship survivability. Acanfora et al. [1] studied ship 
damage effects on the free surface, and fluid-
structure interaction was more. They studied three 
different damage scenarios for same compartment in 
beam waves. Manderbacka and Ruponen [16] studied 
abrupt flooding while varying damage size.  

In the present study, fully coupled simulation of 
a flooded compartment of a ship in waves is done. 
This work studies the effect of damage location on 
ship response and stability. When wave acts on a 
damaged ship, water flows in and out through the 
damage opening. Ship displaces higher volume due 
to this, and ship is set to different drafts. On reaching 
a steady-state, the corresponding draft under 
damaged condition, the wave induces sloshing on 
floodwater inside damaged compartment. Single 
compartment damages are usually not given much 
importance. Hence, in the present study side and aft 
end damage along with adjacent compartments are 
considered. Mostly one side damage is given 
importance, and ship is assumed symmetric, while in 
this study, compartments on both sides are 
considered to be flooded. 

1.2 Theoretical Background 
The time domain analysis is performed using CFD 
software FLOW3D using volume of fluids (VOF) 
method. The study can be classified into three 
section, the ship stability after damage, the flood 
water dynamics and the ingress and egressof water 
through damage section.  

 Ship Motion and Stability

The ship co-ordinate axis in stable condition is
(X, Y, Z), and that of the inclined state is (X', Y,' Z') 
as shown in Fig 1a. The flooded compartment, which 
is open to the sea, will have a variation of water level 
inside the compartment according to changes in ship 
motion.The ship after damage uses the researve 
buoyancy to stay afloat as shown in Fig 1b and it tilts 
to the side where the flood water accumulates and 
KB increases, while BM decreases. Finally the ship 
gaines negative GM and collapses. Most damage 
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cases include two-compartment damages. The 
minimum possible vertical extent of damage is 
(ds+12.5) m as shown in Fig 1(b). Operational trim is 
+ 0.5% of length of ship, L. Following IMO 
specification [10], [11], damages in the present 
study are extended beyond centerline. For side 
damage, a longitudinal extent is L2/3/3 or14.5 m 
whichever is less, and transverse extend is B/5 
or 11.5 m whichever is less. For bottom 
damage, transverse extend is B/6 or 10 m if the 
damage is located 0.3L from forward or aft 
perpendicular and vertical extent are B/15 or 6 m, 
longitudinally extend the same as in the case of side 
damage.

Response amplitude Operator (RAO) is 
calculated by performing the Fourier series analysis 
of heave, pitch, and roll time-series response. 
Numerical analysis retrieves time history data of 
motion response of heave, roll, pitch, and also 
stability parameters like GM variation corresponding 
to degrees of freedom. Hydrodynamic frequency 
domain characteristics are converted to the time 
domain using Impulse Response Factor (IRF), while 
time-domain results can be changed to results with 
respect to frequency using Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) by performing Spectral Analysis.  

   (a)  

(b)
Fig. 1: (a) Lost buoyancy and Reserve buoyancy (b) 
Co-ordinate system 

A flooding condition can be elaborately defined 
by vassalo [27] as shown in Eq 1. 
The excitation force is a function of wave and other 
properties is depicted as: )(tFWave

K
, wind )(tFWind

K
 , 

current )(tFCurrent

K
, drift )(tF Drift

K
, gravity 

)(tF Gravity

K
and flooding )(tF Flood

K
. At time t, the ship 

mass M (t), flood water mass Mw(t), and added mass 
m together contribute to motion behaviour. The 
Flood-water velocity at time t is

kjW tM )( . In the 
present study, the ship model in the flooded scenario 
is defined by Eq. 2.  

Motion equation of damaged ship derived from linear 
and angular momentum may be represented as:       

Time-domain based coupled motion equation can be 
represented as: 

The response obtained in FLOW3D is coupled 
response of ship with floodwater, hence the primary 
peak response in RAO will be at the resonant 
frequency of a ship, while small peaks will give the 
frequency of sloshing of floodwater inside ship. 
Metacentric height spectrum or GM-spectrum can be 
used to define stability variations of ship both in 
intact and damaged condition (Dunwoody, 1989). 
Metacentric Height GM of a ship is the sum of GM in 
still water and fluctuating gm, which is a function of 
wave elevation and pressure. Metacentric height GM 
contains heave, roll pitch values of higher power due 
to wave elevation, and floodwater pressure. 
However, generally, it can be represented as: 
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Where 21, ff are constants. Assuming wave elevation
η and wave acceleration as: 
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  (3) 

By substituting Eq. 5, 6 in Eq.4, we get gm in terms 
of differential wave amplitude D (ω) as a function of 
frequency ω. Auto-correlation function Rac of 
fluctuating gm at time t in terms of spectrum S (ω) is 
obtained. S (ω) is a function of ω and ωe. For deep 
sea condition, dispersion relation can be applied and 
the three frequencies ω1, ω2, and ω3 can be 
calculated. Frequency ω1 is a peak frequency of ship 
when encountered with wave, while ω2, ω3 are 
factors of floodwater sloshing or if ship has forward 
speed, as shown in Eq 7 given by Dunwoody (1989). 
In the present study, ship speed U is zero, hence 
multiple peaks in the GM spectrum shows effect of 
sloshing (Eq 7).  

Eq 7 gives the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of 
system which is plotted with respect to frequency. It 
can capture the probability with which function is 
repeated during a period of time. The influence of 
sloshing vibration of floodwater on damage 
compartment is found. For this single point response 
spectrum (SPRS) is plotted corresponding to the CG 
of ship. The region inside GM displacement PSD is 
square of standard deviation of response. Response 
spectrum analysis is done to get overall ship motion 
response, while the Metacentric height (GM) 
spectrum shows variation of ship stability due to 
liquid sloshing. Metacentric height variation is a 
function of roll and pitch response amplitudes. 
Metacentric height spectrum displays restoring 
capacity of ship to its stable state when encountered 
with different sea states. 
 Flood water slosh dynamics

When free surface area is more,the flood water 
sloshing dynamics occur and can also affect the 
reserve buoyancy as shown in Fig 1(a). The cross 
flooding of ship is allowedTime-domain analysis 
couples ship response with flood water dynamics 
inside the tank using Navier- Stokes equation (Eq 
8,9). For considering flood water, the equation of 
motion of a damaged ship subjected to wave is 
represented by Pantazopoulos [20] as shown below: 
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Here, F1(x), F2(y), az are force acted upon by the 
floodwater at damage opening. In large ships, 
floodwater is in phase with ship roll, and its free 
surface will be parallel to the water plane. However, 
when the floodwater is of large volume, resonant 
condition can occur due to sloshing at peak roll 
frequency. Water ingress depends on the relative 
position of damage location and wave elevation on 
either side of the opening. Bernoulli's equation in 
Eq.10 can be adopted for a particular head and 
velocity of floodwater at eigther side of damaged 
location A. The pressure p, density ρ, flow velocity u, 
and height from the reference level is used to 
calculate flow rate Q as given by Eq.11. 

  0)()(
2
1 22  abab

B

A

hhguu
dp


(10)

)(2. outinD hhgACQ              (41) 
The liquid weight keeps on adding to ship. Flood 
water dynamics inside compartment is based on 
continuity equation: 

 0).( 



u
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  (53) 

Force and moment acting on ship hull due to external 
wave and internal flood water may be represented as 
shown below: 


S

pndsf


            (14) 
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Roll, heave, and pitch are given by: 
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1.3 Ship Details 
The present study is to find stability variation of 
intact ship with sloshing tanks and how sloshing 
inside damage compartment contributes to stability 
loss of ship (Fig 2).  

Fig. 2: Ship with sloshing tank (a) Prismatic (b) 
Rectangular (c) Cylindrical (d) Spherical 

The prototype is considered for numerical analysis 
as scale effect can affect ship damage stability 
results. The fluid is incompressible and inviscid, and 
the ship is considered to be impermeable. To 
reduce time consumed for simulation, the ship 
is modelled symmetric. Principle particulars of 
the intact ship [21], [22] is given in Table 1 and 
the tank dimensions are listed in Table 2.  
The principle properties of ship under 
damaged condition is given in Table 3. The 
worst damage location is +10% Lpp from mid-ship. 
Permissible side damage as per SOLAS regulation 
for Ro-Ro ship is 10.9x5.2x6.7 m, and for 
bottom damage is 11.5 x13.1x14.16 m.  
Rectangular damage section was considered with a 
damage extend of 11.5 x13.1x4.16 

m in damage cases D1, D3 and 8.9x15x4.39 m for 
damage case D2, respectively (Fig 3). The free 
surface correction corresponding to each damage 
location was calculated,and the shift in CG was 
estimated before the start of the simulation. 

Table 1. Properties of Ship model 

Table 2. Tank dimensions 

Table 3. Particulars of  ship under Damaged 
condition 

Parameters Unit D1 D2 D3 

Displacement N 169545 174175 210309 

Volume (displaced) m3 16964 17686 20918 

Draft at A.P. m 7.589 7.681 9.04 

Metacentric height m 1.210 1.746 1.107 

Flood water weight N 4745 9375 45509 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

PARAMETERS   PROTOTYPE 
Displacement (kN) 164800 
Volume displaced, Δ (m3) 16391 
Draft at AP, ds (m) 6.5 
Block coefficient, CB 0.561 
Prismatic coefficient, CP 0.604 
Length overall, Loa  (m) 187 
Length b/w perpendiculars, Lpp (m) 173 
Breadth, B (m) 26 
Mid-ship section coeffcient, CM 0.929 
Roll radius of gyration, Kxx (m) - 
Pitch radius of gyration, Kyy  (m) 45.22 
Distance b/w top deck and keel (m) 15.7 
Water plane coeffcient, CWP 0.794 
Height from metacenter to keel, KM (m) 14.08 
Height from G to keel, KG (m) 11.04 
Metacentric height, GM (m) 3.04 
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Fig. 3: Region flooded by bottom and side damage 

Longitudinal bulkheads were not considered, hence 
damage extent throughout the width of ship. Non-
damaged compartments were assumed to be 
watertight with a permeability 95 to 97%. Sea state 
was split into a finite number of regular waves with a 
wave height of 4 m, and the corresponding response 
were obtained for damaged ship corresponding 
to damage location shown in Fig 3. Numerical 
analysis was performed using FLOW3D to find the 
influence of flood-water sloshing on damaged ship 
motion and stability. The meshing of size 0.6 × 
0.5 m was generated.  The outer mesh for 
wave tank had 2,408,000 mesh elements, and the 
inner mesh for the damaged ship had 21,060 
elements. The discretization helps to 
capture the sloshing phenomenon on flooded 
compartment and the flood water ingress and 
egress at damage locations.The domain size for 
wave model is made twice that of the ship length 
and the ship is provided with meshing that fits 
its size to capture the internal sloshing 
dynamics,both in intact and damaged condition. 
The ship was subjected to wave frequency 
ranging between 0.024 m to 0.044 m and wave 
frequencies ranging between 0 to 2 rad/s. 

2 Stability Characteristics of Intact 
Ship with Tanks 
Sloshing response study on closed compartment with 
liquid-filled at different levels were considered. 
The ship model (Table 1) was pre-processed 
in a geometric design modeler and the mass of the 
intact ship was provided with a point mass for the 
geometry and the amount of displaced water is 
found. The 

mesh size was adopted after the convergence analysis 
and the numerical analysis on beam sea was 
conducted.The type of mesh used was rectangular on  
a domain size of 370x104x 104 m for wave 
generation and an internal mesh was provided for 
ship to capture the sloshing inside tanks. The intact 
ship with tank was considered and simulation was 
performed. The simulation was run for 60 s and the 
time history plot of GM variation at the center of 
gravity of ship is plotted.  Effect of sloshing in 
changing GM can be seen as multiple peaks occur on 
the GM spectrum ( Fig 4). The simulation provides 
motion, GM variation and pressure acting on tank 
walls. Fluctuation in GM at two frequencies is 
observed in the presence of water inside 
compartments which signifies the influence of 
sloshing on stability variation of ship.  
The first peak is that of ship, and second describes 
the effect of sloshing and gives slosh frequency. At 
75% and 50% fill, maximum GM variation was 
found in ship with rectangular compartment. At 25% 
fill ship with cylindrical compartment shows 
maximum GM variation. 

(a) 

(b) 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
Fig. 4: GM spectrum of ship in beam sea (a) 
Pitch-75% fill (b) Pitch-50% fill (c) Pitch-25% 
fill (d) Roll-75% fill (e) Roll-50% fill (f) Roll-
25% fill 

Ship with prismatic compartments shows lesser 
stability variations in beam sea. On head sea 
condition the GM spectral density variation was less, 
hence influence of sloshing on overall ship behaviour 
was insignificant (Fig 4). 

It was found that sloshing in closed 
compartments can alter stability of ship in beam sea. 
Ship with open damaged compartments should be 
further investigated to get damaged ship response and 
stability.  

The numerical method adopted in the present 
study serves as a base to the damage stability 
assessment of the ship with sloshing and will be 
insightful to researchers working in this field. Based 
on this study, the damage motion and stability 
analysis was conducted further by considering 
flooding water inside the ship compartments to find 
the sloshing effects.This study demonstrate that the 
shape of compartment has high influence of ship 
stability as sloshing behaviour of each type of tank is 
different. 

3 Numerical Analysis of Damaged Ship 
The response of the ship varies with the location of 
the damage. The motion response and stability plots 
or three damaged as found. The floodwater inside the 
chamber is assumed to be having a flat free surface 
initially for simulation.  

The current model is assumed to be devoid of 
any obstacles inside the compartments. The flood 
water is allowed to ingress and egress at three 
different sections (Table 3), namely starboard, 
portside, and aft end, while the rest of the sections of 
ship remain intact.  

On damage, the ship was found to undergo an 
initial roll angle and when the wave was generated, 
the flood-water sloshing moment added to the roll 
motion of ship and induced instability. Worst damage 
cases for ship under consideration is found out using 
probabilistic damage stability analysis in MAXSURF 
and named as D1, D2, and D3 (Fig 3).  

Damaged compartment crossed two bulkheads; 
hence both compartments were considered flooded at 
same flood height. The ship shows asymmetric 
listing to the damaged side and the time at 
which maximum variation occurs was recorded. The 
flooding of the damaged ship is presented in Fig 5.
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Fig. 5: Flooding of the damaged ship 

Flooding of the adjacent compartment is critical than 
two non-compartment damage situated at a distance 
from each other. Compartment away from mid-ship 
cause extensive trim and are more dangerous than 
damage near mid-ship which causes less trim. When 
the ship's draft decreases, the stability also decreases. 
Lost buoyancy method assumes that flooded 
compartments are not part of ship after damage, 
while in added weight method, flood water is a part 
of ship weight, and free surface effect plays a vital 
role on the same. The waterplane area, draft, heel, 
trim, and buoyancy changes. On damage, the ship 
was found to undergo an initial roll angle and when 
the wave was generated, the flood-water sloshing 
moment added to the roll motion of ship and induced 
instability. The ship then reached a steady state 
condition and was found to be surviving in on the 
applied wave condition, while a change in free board 
was observed (Fig 6, Fig 7). The change in freeboard 
was varying (FB1, FB2, FB3, FB4) due to flood 
water ingress and egress through the damage 
opening. The ship initially has maximum free 
board FB1 and as water ingress it reduces to FB2. 
The ship then lists towards the damaged side 
creating the least free board FB3. After reaching 
steady state the freeboard FB4 keeps varying based 
on the wave acting near the damaged section. 
As freeboard decreases, metacentric height 
GM decreases, hence stability decreases. It can be 
seen that free surface of the fluid is irregular and 
transient ingress of water through damage causes 
maximum variation of draft is from 6.5 to 9.04 m. 

Fig. 6: Change in freeboard 

Fig. 7: Behavior of floodwater on ship with damage 
starboard side –Side Damage (D2) 

The motion and stability of ship depend on the 
amount of flood-water. Internal compartment 
arrangements were not taken into consideration. 
Focus was laid on the motion and stability behaviour 
of ship when the location of damage opening 
changes. The roll in head sea and pitch in beam 
sea was insignificant (Fig 8-a, e). 
Fig 8-b shows pitch response in head sea, where 
no sloshing peak was found. It is found that heave 
RAO is greatly influence by sloshing both in head 
and beam-sea at a frequency of 0.9 and 1.6 rad/
s respectively (Fig 8-c, f).  
In head sea, heave RAO of ship with bottom damage 
(TD3) was affected by sloshing, while in beam-sea 
ship with side damage (D2) shows sloshing peak. In 
the case of D3, the ship with bottom damage has 
maximum roll RAO of 8.2 0/m and heave response 
of 1.6 m/m (Fig 8-f). Flood-water induced pitch, roll 
and heave motion on ship was significant enough 
to generate sloshing inside compartment. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
Fig. 8: Damaged ship motion response (a) head-roll; 
(b) head-pitch (c) head-heave (d) beam-roll (e) beam-
pitch (f) beam-heave

The peak response frequency of damaged ship 
fluctuates between 0.2 - 0.6 rad/s. The peak value of 
roll RAO of damaged ship with bottom damage is 
increased by 15.8% when compared to that of intact 
ship. The sloshing peak on roll RAO of ship with 
side damaged compartment showed a maximum of 
35% decrease when compared to intact ship with 
sloshing. Hence, flood water sloshing can also 
dampen the ship motion response. 

4 Stability Characteristics of Damaged 
Ship 
The flood water inside compartment is trapped, and 
sloshing inside the compartment adds to free surface 
effect and causes instability. From numerical 
analysis, the dynamic GM variation corresponding to 

wave frequency ranging to 2 rad/s was recorded. The 
spectral analysis of these set of recorded values 
of dynamics GM was performed to develop 
Metacentric height spectrum (GM) spectrum 
corresponding to beam and head sea state (Fig 9). 
The GM spectral densities were obtained for 
damage ship at head sea which is represented by 
td1, td2, td3 and d1, d2, d3 in beam sea. GM 
spectrum gives the maximum variation of GM 
as a function of frequency, hence helpful to 
identify critical frequencies and to predict stability 
of ship.  

The GM spectral densities of damaged ship 
was higher in roll response at beam sea and 
pitch response in head sea, and sloshing influence 
was less when compared to intact ship. Maximum 
stability variation occurs during roll motion of 
ship at a frequency of 0.5 rad/s in case of side 
damage (Fig 9). A second peak in roll response 
was observed at 1.5 rad/s, and the influence 
of sloshing was significantly low.The maximum 
stability variation during pitch response was that 
of rear end bottom damage. The overall 
uncertainty limit of pitch response at head sea 
condition was obtained as ± 15 % and that of 
heave RAO in beam sea was ±15%. The roll 
RAO in beam sea fall outside the 95% 
confidence interval. 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig.  9 : Metacentric height spectrum (a) head-pitch 
(b) beam-roll
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The GM stability chart is as shown in Fig 10. It 
shows the ship GM as 3.04 m and the variation 
of GM at different frequencies. This helps to predict 
the range at which the GM of the damaged ship 
varies during roll and pitch in beam and 
head sea respectively for the given set of waves 
condition in this present study. The maximum 
variation of GM for the ship occur up to 8 m and 
the ship remains safe when the GM variation is  
between 1.107m and 3.04 m (Fig 10). The 
corresponding frequecny of roll and pitch motion 
does not affect the overall stability of ship. It 
is reccomended by SOLAS2009 regulations 
that the GMmin of 2.2 m should be maintained 
under damaged conditions. It was found that ship 
with rear-end bottom damages caused critical 
instability when compared to ship with side 
damage. 

(a) 

(b) 
Fig 10: Dynamic GM spectrum for Ro-Ro ship in Head  
and Beam Sea 

5 Conclusion 
Most of the researches excludes the sloshing 
influence on damage stability assessment. A coupled 
method to include the sloshing influence on damage 

stability was developed. The CFD analysis was 
performed on ship with the critical damage location 
and it was found that the effect of sloshing on overall 
motion of damaged ship was less when compared to 
intact ship with fill level inside compartments. The 
GM spectral analysis was performed and the stability 
charts were developed to define the frequency at 
which damaged ship becomes unstable but survives 
at a given sea state. Numerical method adopted helps 
us to reach the following conclusions: 
 The motion response of ship is affected by flood

water sloshing. In intact condition, the effect of
sloshing is higher, i.e., in closed compartments.
Metacentric height varies with flooding in
different tank locations. Ship with bottom
damage (D3) in beam-sea has peak roll RAO of
8.2o/m and showed second peak at 1.75 rad/s.
The peak response frequency of damaged ship
was found to fluctuate between 0.2 - 0.6 rad/s.

 Effect of floodwater ingress and outflow through
damage section was captured. Sloshing effects
are higher in initial stages of flooding. Sloshing
is found to induce roll behaviour in the beam sea
and shows multiple frequencies during damaged
condition. The sloshing peak on roll RAO of ship
with damaged compartment opened to sea
showed a maximum of 35% decrease when
compared to intact ship. Hence, sloshing can also
dampen flooded ship motion response

 The sloshing was found to be lesser in damaged
ship but elevated for intact ship with fill inside
compartments.The GM spectral peak was
observed maximum at 0.25 rad/s in head sea and
0.5 rad/s in beam-sea and a second peak was
observed at 1.5 rad/s.Dynamic GM stability
curve gives the GM variation for most critical
conditions of Ro-Ro ship. The allowable GMmin
has a value lying in the region above 1.107 m
and below 3.04 m is safe.
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